Steve Williamson’s
LAKE JINDABYNE TROUT FISHING ADVENTURES
P.M.B. 5 Jindabyne NSW 2627

E-mail sales@swtroutfishing.com.au

ALL BOOKINGS - (02) 64561551

BOAT TROLLING
2017 PRICE LIST (subject to seasonal change)
There are four methods used to catch trout in the Snowy Mountains and Steve Williamson can help you
experience one or all of those methods. You can use lures to spin the lakes and rivers, you can fly fish the
streams or rivers, you can bait fish the lakes or why not experience a lake trolling trip from Steve’s well
equipped boat, just sit back relax, enjoy the beautiful scenery while you wait for the fish to bite.

Our boat is a 6.1 metre ‘Marlin Broadbill’ fully ‘NSW Waterways’ surveyed for you comfort and safety
in all weather conditions.
Trolling is probably the easiest and most productive way to catch a trout or salmon.
A relaxing way to fish, sit back, relax and wait for the fish to bite while you cruise around beautiful Lake
Jindabyne. The boat is fully equipped with the latest fishfinder, you may even see the old township of
Jindabyne on our High Definition sonar equipment including ‘sidescan’.
Try advanced trolling methods like ‘Leadlining’, ‘Downrigging’ and ‘Side planers’.

NO EXPERIENCE and NO FISHING LICENCE NEEDED !
All tackle supplied just turn up, sit back and relax!
PRIVATE BOOKING - 1 to 4 people share –
$320.00 (2 hours – 1 to 4 people) Limited availability during holiday periods.
$410.00 (3 hours - 1 to 4 people) $70 each for extra people up to 6 people total fishing.
$520.00 (4 hours - 1 to 4 people) $90 each for extra people up to 6 people total fishing.
FULL 8 HOUR DAY TOURS are available at $990 for up to 4 people included.

MORE INFORMATION
WHAT IS TROLLING?
Trolling is basically driving around in the boat with lures out in the water while we wait for the fish to
bite. It is a relaxing way to fish, enjoy the day on the water in beautiful surroundings and with a bit of
luck you might even catch a trout for dinner! NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

BOOKING GROUP SIZE
All of our tours are usually private, that is - you book yourself and bring your own party.
We do not have daily organised charters where you book as an individual and you share the booking
with others. We find that personalised tours are best.
If there is only you and you want to share the cost with someone else then we will try and find someone
for you to share with but it would be your responsibility to book a time and pay for the trip first.
Advantages of going alone are that your captain will also fish an extra two rods for you, so instead of
fishing with just two rods you get to grab the captains rods as well (if your quick enough!)
The boat is surveyed for 8 people however we recommend that 4 people fish (that is one rod each) and
group size maximum is 6. There is no guarantee we can get 6 rods into the water, you must take turns.

AGE LIMITS
There is an age limit for Children. We find that under 8 is too young to have on the boat for extended
periods, due to safety reasons. 2 hour tours can be arranged for children between the ages of 5 and 8 but
only if the child remains seated at all times. Sorry no babies due to maritime PFD regulations.

BOOKING TIMES.
Most bookings during summer are either early or late in the day however we can arrange times to suit
every party.
In summer tours may start at first light depending on daylight savings hours.
In winter our tours normally start at 9am and we are off the water by 4pm

BEST TIME TO FISH
We recommend that the early morning fishing and the weather is generally best at first light, however
the fish may come on the bite at any time during the day so it is always a gamble.
If you’re a late starter then we recommend a luncheon or evening booking.

FISH SPECIES
Brown trout, rainbow trout, Atlantic salmon and maybe if your lucky a brook trout!

FISH GUARANTEE
We are dealing with wild animals and we can never predict how they will behave on the day.
Our catch rate on average throughout the year is one fish per hour, but you can be lucky and catch more
and you can be unlucky and catch nothing!

WHAT YOU GET










Fully experienced fishing guide and captain!
Full explanation on methods used from guides with a lifetime of professional experience.
A boat with the most up to date equipment including the very best in fish finders!
Fishing licence is included.
All rods reels and tackle. You don’t pay for lures lost!
You get to keep any fish caught, up to your legal maximum permitted by law!
You may release fish if you wish.
Refreshments on tours over two hours duration.
Great company!

PAYMENT POLICY
Full payment if booked less than 14 days prior to the tour. Booking fee applies if cancelled within 14days
and full refund of money (or transfer) if we cancel due to what we consider to be dangerous weather.
NOTE - If the weather becomes treacherous whilst out on tour then we may have to resort to shore based
angling for completion of tour.

